The formation of maximal topologies and the use of maximal independent families are the only known techniques for constructing irresolvable spaces. Using side conditions to control maximal constructions, we give a new construction of n-resolvable, not (n + I )-resolvable spaces. In another direction, we use the existence of a crowded, irresolvable, strong P, space to construct infinitely resolvable, not maximally resolvable spaces. Relative to the existence of a measurable cardinal, the latter result answers several longstanding questions in this area. 0 1997 Elsevier Science B.V.
Introduction and preliminaries
This paper concerns Tychonoff spaces, solely. If A is a family of sets then the dispersion character of A is A(A) = min{lAl: A E A}. For a topological space (X,-r), we write n(X), "the dispersion character of X", to mean A(T). We say that a space X is (lc-)urziformly dispersed if (K =) 1x1 = a(X). A space X is a P, space if intersections of fewer than K open sets are open. We call X a strong P, spuce if there is an open base B for X such that ncuCx B, is a nonempty open set for every decreasing sequence {B,: LY < X} from B with X < K. For a space X = (X, 7) and a regular cardinal K,, we use X, to denote the P, space generated by X, i.e., (X, rK), where rK is the topology generated by {r)lA : U E [T]<&}. If (X, ) 7 contains no points of pseudocharacter less than K, then (X, r%) is crowded. The topology r, is called the P, topology.
A (X, Ic)-independent family on a set S is an infinite family Z c P(S) such that for every 3 E [llCx and every c E 2J the cardinality of n a+{ l} \ U g '(O) is at least ri (takingn0=UZ).Thesets~~'{l}\lJ~'{O}f rom above will be called X-Boolean combinations from 1. We say that a (X, &)-independent family 1 on S is u-separated if {I E 2: ]{s,t} n I( = l} h as cardinality at least I_I for every pair {s,t} E [S]*. In the standard notation, an (maximal) ( w. w)-independent family is simply called an (maximal) independent family. Similarly, we drop the prefix "n" from n-separated and K-Boolean combination when K = w. For every cardinal K, we can construct an (w, &)-independent family of cardinality 2" on a set of cardinality h' as follows: let D be dense in 22K with IDI = n; set D, = {d E D: d(o) = O}; then {Dn: CY < 2") is an (w,~)-independent family on D. In the case X = w, we can apply Zorn's lemma to get maximal (X, K)-independent families (for brevity, (X. .)-mifor simply mifwhen X = 6 = w). In the case X > w, Zorn's lemma does not work- Kunen [ 1 l] has shown the existence of a (X, w)-mif is equiconsistent with the existence of a measurable cardinal when X > w. If ,U 3 IC. 2 X, then we can always modify a (maximal) (X, K)-independent family Z = {Ia: N < p} to get a K-separated (maximal) (X, K)-independent family in the following manner: well order 5'; list [S]* = {pa: (Y < K} with each pair listed K many times; for cy < 6, set 1; = (I0 U {minp,}) \ { maxp,}; then 1' = {IA: cy < K} U {I,: a > K} is a K-separated (maximal) (X, K)-independent family. A standard diagonalization argument over the X-Boolean combinations from Z shows that if Z is a (X, r;)-mif on a set S then /ZICX > I& 2 X. So, we can always assume that an arbitrarily chosen (X, r;)-mif is K-separated if /cCx = K, in particular, if X = w.
A family V is a dense partition of X if D is pairwise disjoint, each D E D is a dense subset of X, and U V = X. A space is n-resolvable if it contains IF disjoint dense sets, equivalently if it has a dense partition of size IE. A space is n-irresolvable if it is not n-resolvable.
The following abbreviations are convenient: a space is m-HI if every nonempty subspace is K-irresolvable and K-OH1 if every nonempty open subspace is r;-irresolvable. We will (incorrectly) use the term "n-hereditarily irresolvable" to mean K-HI. The prefix "K" is usually omitted when K = 2, e.g., HI, 2-HI, hereditarily irresolvable, and hereditarily 2-irresolvable are synonyms. Let us note in passing that if a space contains an isolated point then it is not resolvable. Proposition 1.1 lists some easy but useful facts about resolvability. For a space X and a cardinal K, we call M = U{A c X: A is rc-resolvable} the n-resolvable hull of X, and we call X \ M the the K-HI kernel of X. [7] are not even Hausdorff).
In Section 4 we give a new construction of n-resolvable, not (n+ I)-resolvable spaces. Section 5 is dedicated to constructing examples of infinitely resolvable, not maximally resolvable spaces. Sections 2 and 3 present miscellaneous results and examples needed in the sequel.
Resolvable and HI spaces with predetermined dispersion character
In studying resolvability, it is of interest to determine the class of possible dispersion characters of examples. We gear our results towards such an investigation. In doing so, we will want to know that there are uniformly dispersed, maximally resolvable spaces of arbitrary dispersion character. Proof. Let Go be a dense subgroup of 2" with IGo/ = K. For each cy E (0, K), choose a point 2, E 2" \ Up<, Gp and let G, be the subgroup generated by {xcy} U Up<, Gp.
Set G = Ua<n G,. If p < Q then Z, $ Gp > (zp + Go). Thus, IG/Gol = K. Since Ga is dense in 2&, it is dense in G, and consequently, the cosets of Go form a dense partition of G. Clearly then
We would also like to know that there are uniformly dispersed HI spaces of arbitrary dispersion character. Lemma 2.2 is helpful in this direction.
Lemma 2.2. If (X, r) is a P, space and r' is a crowded topology on X refining r, then A(T') > K.

Proof. A crowded space cannot contain a closed discrete open set. If A E [Xl'" then
A is closed discrete in (X. r), hence in (X, 7'). 0
Lemma 2.3. For every regular K 3 ul, there is a crowded P,-group of cardinal& K,.
Proof. Let Ga be a dense subgroup of 2" of cardinality n. For each n, let G,+t be the subgroup generated by G, U S,, where S,, is obtained by selecting K points from each member of ((~1~) x 2'4": .7: E G,, and Q < K}. Then G = Uncw G, has cardinality K and each point of G has pseudocharacter K. So, endowing G with the P,-topology gives the desired result. 0
Corollary 2.4. For every regular K 3 w there is a hereditarily irresolvable space of cardinality and dispersion character K.
Proof. By Lemma 2.3, there is a crowded P, space (X, 7) with IX/ = K. Using Zorn's lemma, let r' be maximal in the poset of crowded Tychonoff topologies extending 7.
Suppose that S is a resolvable subspace of (X, 7'). By Proposition 1.1, M = cl,, S is also resolvable. Let D and M\ D attest this. Then, the topology generated by 'T' U {D, M\ D} contradicts the maximality of 7'. Hence, (X, 7') must be HI. By Lemma 2.2, n(r') > 6.
If K is singular then a P, space is either not crowded or has dispersion character at least K,+. So, P, spaces cannot be used directly to get hereditarily irresolvable spaces of dispersion character a singular cardinal. We do not know the situation for singular cardinals in general, but Theorem 2.5 shows there are HI spaces of cardinality K if 6 = logr;+ (hence, for every K if GCH is assumed). The following notions are needed. Given a separated independent family Z on a set S we define the O-dimensional Hausdorff space XI to have underlying set S and clopen base the set of Boolean combinations from 1. For a cardinal K, we define i, to be the least cardinal p for which there is an (w, 6)-mif of size p on K (hence, on any set of size 6). Proof. (a) Towards a contradiction, suppose that K = log i, and that Z is an (w, n)-mif on K that is not a mif on K. Then there is J E P(K) \ Z such that J = Z U {J} is an independent family. Because Z is a maximal (w, r;)-independent family there is is a Boolean combination A = n oc { 1 } \ U g+ (0) from J with IAl < K. Since jP(A)I = 21Al < i, < II/, there are distinct sets I and I' in Z \ dam(a) such that Proof. Suppose that X < K with 2' 3 i,. Let 1~ be a separated (w, A)-mif of cardinality 2' on X x {A} and let 2, be a separated (w, K)-mif of cardinality i, on K x {K}. Let 9 : 1, + Zx be an injection and consider the family Z = {IUp( I E I&}. It is routine to show that Z is a (w, K)-mif on (A x {A}) U (K x {K}) because X < K and 1, is such on K x {PC}. Now, Z is not a maximal independent family because ZU { 1 U (A x {A}) \ p(I)} is independent for any choice of I E 1,. 0 Question 2.7. Is it true in ZFC that for every cardinal K there is an HI space of dispersion character K. In particular, is it true in ZFC that for every cardinal K there is a maximal (w, K)-independent family on K that is also a maximal independent family on IF?
Some tools and their generalizations
Lemma 3.1 is a step toward Lemma 3.2 which is helpful in finding n,-resolvable, not (rz + I)-resolvable spaces.
Lemma 3.1. Let n be a positive integer: If X is (n + 1)-resolvable and D is an OHI subspace qf X then X \ D is n-resolvable and is dense in X.
Proof. Let {Ak: k < n,} be a dense partition. For each lc < n, set Uk = X\clx (Ak \ D). Certainly, Uk f' Ak C D iS dense in uk, a fortiori, in uk n D. Since D is OHI, U, n Uk must be empty for distinct j and k, least U, n uk n Aj and U, f' U, n Ak would be Ik: is rz-resolvable. By our choice of n, we must conclude that 71 = 1, but an OH1 space cannot be 2-resolvable! (b) Let {Ak: k < n} be a dense partition of X and let ACr, be the resolvable hull of AI;. Let Dk and Eli be disjoint dense subsets of fir,. Clearly, each Al, \ El, is dense in X and disjoint from E = (JkCn Ek;. Evidently, E cannot be dense in X because X is not (n + 1)-resolvable. Thus, the open set U = X \ clx E is nonempty. Since U n Ak is contained in the HI-kernel of Ak, each U n Al, is HI. Furthermore, the sets U n Ah are dense in and cover U and are disjoint. Therefore, U is as required. 0
Remarks. We have no direct proof of part (a) more illuminating than Lemma 3.1. Part (a) cannot be strengthened by replacing "OHI" with "irresolvable" (see Example 3.7).
We do not know if Lemma 3.2(a) generalizes to infinite cardinals. Given such a generalization we could readily produce infinitely resolvable, not maximally resolvable spaces (see Theorem 4.3). Proposition 3.5 is a generalization of Lemma 3.2(b) to infinite cardinals. It shows us where we should look when seeking infinitely resolvable, not maximally resolvable spaces. In Section 5 examples of such spaces are constructed from a measurable cardinal, and Section 4 provides a source of reasonable candidates for ZFC examples. The next proposition partially generalizes Lemma 3.1 to infinite cardinals. Given a full generalization, we could improve [lo, Theorem 51 to all limit cardinals.
Proposition 3.3. Let n be an infinite cardinal. If X is n-resolvable and D is a n-OH1 subspace of X, then X \ D is n-resolvable and is dense in X.
Proof. Let A = {A,: cy < K} be a dense partition of X. Wlog, assume that each A, is /c-resolvable (if some A, is not K-resolvable then let p: K + K be a K-to-one map and replace A with {l_{Aa:
(
Y E g'(E)}: [ < n}). We claim that each A, \ D is dense in A,, whence {A, \ D: N < K} witnesses the desired conclusion. Towards the claim, consider U = X \ clx(A, \ D).
Being open in A,, U n A, is K-resolvable. Therefore, U n D is K-resolvable because it contains U n A, as a dense subspace. Since D is K-OHI, U must be empty. It follows that, each A, \ D is dense in X, and the claim is established. 0 Question 3.4. Does removing X < K many K-OH1 subspaces from a K-resolvable space yield a dense r;-resolvable subspace?
Proposition 3.5. Let K be an infinite cardinal. If X is n-resolvable but not n+-resolvable, then X contains a nonempty open set which is the union of K many disjoint n+-HI dense subspaces.
Proof. 
Constructing disjoint dense HIS
Here, we give a new construction of n-resolvable, not (n + I)-resolvable spaces and a source of reasonable candidates for ZFC examples of infinitely resolvable, not maximally resolvable spaces.
Construction 4.1. Suppose that {A,: Q < X} is a dense partition of a Tychonoff space (X. r) and the A, k are pub-wise horneomorphic. Then there is a Tychonoff topology r' > r such that each A,, is r'-irresolvable and r'-dense in X.
Proof. For each o < A, fix a homeomorphism h, : A0 + A,. Use Zorn's lemma to find a topology 7' that is maximal among all Tychonoff topologies c > r such that
(1) each h,, is a a-homeomorphism; (2) each A, is g-dense in X. We claim that A0 (hence each A,) is r'-irresolvable.
Towards a contradiction suppose that there is D c A0 such that D and Ao\D are each r/-dense in Ao.
Set 6 = U,,,(h,"D).
Then the topology generated by r' U {6? X \ E} contradicts the maximality of 7'. 0
Remark. Condition (1) is only needed to ensure that each A, will be irresolvable.
Refinement of 7' subject to the restriction each A, remains dense still gives an example. Proof. Fix K 3 w and set X = 22'. Let X be a space that is the union of X disjoint dense irresolvable subspaces {.4,: (1 < A} each of cardinality n. Let U be a maximal pairwise disjoint family of nonempty open subsets of X such that for each U E 24 there is QU < A such that for all p > a[J, Ap n CT is resolvable. Set H = clx UU. Since (4), contradicting the maximality of P,. Thus, the claim must hold. By (*) and the fact that each Pa has cardinality at most 6, we see that the construction continues to length cf(X) 3 (2")+. Conditions (l)- (3) and a maximal (~.,w)-independent family Z on K with IZI 3 K. In addition, he shows that any such K must satisfy IC<& = K. We claim that z is also a (K, n)-independent family (and maximally so). Were this not the case then there would be a K-Boolean combination A from Z with IAl < K, and since IP( = 2iAl < 6, we could argue as in Theorem 2.5(a) to show Z is not independent. So indeed, Z must be a (K, K)-mif. Because K<" = K, we may assume that Z is n-separated. Define the space X to have underlying set K and topology generated by the base B consisting of all K-Boolean combinations from 1. Obviously, X is a O-dimensional Hausdorff space and U witnesses that X is a strong P, space. By (K: k-)-independence, X is crowded. Furthermore, X is irresolvable by maximal (6. n)-independence.
Hence, there is a K-Boolean combination B = na-{l> \ug+{oj f rom Z which is hereditarily irresolvable as a subspace of X. Clearly, the set t3' of K-Boolean combinations from Z that have nonempty intersection with B is a base for the subspace topology on B. Moreover, B' witnesses that B is a strong P, space. Proof. Let f3 witness that X is strong P,. List S as {S,: Q < X}. Construct a decreasing sequence {B,: a: < A} from f? such that either S, n B, is empty or S, intersects every open subspace of no<, Biy densely. Since X is X-OH1 and S is pairwise disjoint, fewer than X members of S intersect the open set U = nrucx B, densely. Thus, by our construction, fewer than X members of S intersect U at all. 0
Corollary 5.3 is needed for Theorem 5.4, but it also demonstrates that the restrictions on dispersion character in most of the results of [2] and [8] are essential.
Corollary 5.3. Suppose that X < K, X is a strong P,, X-OHI space, and n(Y) < cf(X).
Then X x Y is not X-resolvable.
Proof. Let B witness X is strong PK. Set 6 = d(Y). Let V be open in Y with IV1 = 6 and enumerate V as {yy,: a < S}. Consider a pairwise disjoint family S c P(X x Y) of size X. Applying Lemma 5.1, find for each Q < n a set B, E I3 such that B, c nnCo B, and S, = {S E S: (B, x {yC1}) n S # 0} has size less than X. Set U = nnc6 B, and note that if S E S and (U x V) n S # 0 then S E lJoich S, which has size less than X because it is a union of less than cf(X) sets of size less than X. Thus, fewer than X members of S are dense in X x Y. 0 For an alternate approach to obtaining infinitely resolvable, not maximally resolvable spaces, define X as in Theorem 5.1, and using the fact that X is a P, space, directly mimic Van Douwen's approach to get a 2'-resolvable, not (2')+-resolvable space, where X is a cardinal below 6.
